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SANTIAGO CALATRAVA ARCHITECTURAL STATEMENT 
 
I was honored to be asked by The City of Calgary to design a bridge of merit over the Bow River. The 
Design Brief for the project placed a number of key restrictions on my design that influenced my 
development of the tubular steel truss design. 

The geometrical constraints of the site for the bridge that had been selected by the City included the 
adjacent heliport (only 75m away) and the Bow River itself. The approach cone to the heliport (the 
path in which helicopters must fly) creates a “no go” zone above the bridge and the high water and ice 
levels of the Bow River create a similar restriction below. 

These constrictions come together to generate an envelope of only 7m in which to create the bridge.  

The City advised us that no piers would be accepted in the river bed, and as such the need for a clear 
span of 125m between banks (and out of the flood zone) was required. The small envelope of space 
coupled with the restriction of no intermediate supports drove me to look at a deep “box girder” 
design; discarding the more usual candidate structures for such a span (such as Arched or Cable stayed 
designs), which would have been simply too shallow to be viable. Indeed these restrictions led us to 
develop schemes for launching the bridge horizontally over the River without the need for even 
temporary piers in the river. 

I must say I was not unhappy with the development of the design towards a lower structure, as I was 
keenly interested in responding to the low lying, calm river banks and residential scale landscape in 
which the bridge is set. The design incorporates two generous 1,85m wide sidewalks and a 2.5m wide 
cycleway in between. To maximize the available height for the girder I elected to place the bridge deck 
within the almost 5,86m high tube and consciously designed a helical filigree of steel around it to 
maximize the open feeling within the tube, which otherwise had the danger of feeling too tunnel-like. 

Having settled on the notion of a uniquely formed tubular bridge I was also acutely aware of the harsh 
weather environment in Calgary. I noticed that no weather deters Calgary’s joggers and bicyclists from 
using the River’s pathways and bridges. This is not dramatically different from the Alpine region where 
I have one of my offices and I took inspiration from the Swiss open sided, covered bridges to create a 
permeable, but sheltering envelope for the bridge as useable in summer as it is in winter.  Clearly my 
modern interpretation reinvents the typology using curved laminated glass for the cladding and 
balustrades to open up the rich views of the Bow River environs and downtown Calgary. 

Only recently have I seen the first impressions of how the bridge will appear at night as a shallow beam 
of light linking the two banks. I am pleased that the bridge offers such a dramatic spectacle at night as 
a counterpoint to its more tranquil appearance during the day. 
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